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Find out how to get your new Jeep® Renegade through the innovative ﬁnancial proposals of FCA Bank. Whether you’re a customer, a freelancer or an
entrepreneur, FCA Bank can offer the best and most ﬂexible ﬁnancial products to facilitate your next purchase and let you to drive your car in complete freedom.
Thanks to FCA Bank, you can also combine insurance services with high added value ﬁtting for your needs. For more information, visit www.fgacapital.xx
This brochure is a publication of FCA. All product illustrations and speciﬁcations are based upon current information at the time of publication approval. FCA reserves the right to
make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices, speciﬁcations, colors, materials, and to change or discontinue models, which are considered necessary to the
purpose of product improvement or for reasons of design and or marketing.
Jeep® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.
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REDEFINE
FUN
Every new Jeep® sets the bar of off-road and driving fun a little higher.
That’s the way it’s always been since 1941.

The new Jeep® Renegade is a whole different breed of the seven-slotted wonder: designed
for the city and nurtured in the wild, it brings together unparalleled performance, top-notch
technology and an irreverent, gritty personality.
It is truly Jeep® and fashionably contemporary down to every inch. It’s young, versatile, daring,
and unlike any other small SUV you’ve ever tried.
And it will make you look at the world in a completely different way.
Get ready to redeﬁne the rules of your fun.
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REIMAGINE
ATTRACTION
A striking blend of wild and cultivated, the new Jeep® Renegade has a jaw-dropping attitude and it’s proud to show it.
Its stance is powerful, its proportions aggressive, its look and feel tremendously nonconformist and fresh.

There are things in the city that remind us of the brutal and irresistible wilderness out there, and such is the Jeep®
Renegade: pure grit, whether you get carried away by it, or enjoy it in your city habitat.
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The Renegade is full of unique details and legendary Jeep® brand design cues. Its look is built upon the Wrangler’s powerful
stance, elaborating its rugged body forms and decisive proportions. At the front, the iconic seven-slot grille is surrounded
by a vibrant colored “shield”, while large circular headlamps are tucked under the hood for a snappier look. The trapezoidal
wheel arches are in continuation of Jeep®’s legacy. The Jeep® icon signs many of the distinctive traits of the new Renegade,
such as the front and rear lamps. The X icon- a Renegade exclusive, inspired by the design of the vintage gas cans- signs the
back lamp and the exclusive Renegade badge on the side of the vehicle.
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REDISCOVER
COMFORT
It’s rugged. It’s reﬁned. It’s simply iconic.

Discover the new side of city driving on board the Jeep® Renegade.
Its all-new interior will energize you.
Its details will amaze you.
Its combination of technology and vitality will inspire you.
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Design should always make a strong, lasting emotional impact.
That’s how the interior appearance of the new Jeep® Renegade came to be.
Its rugged and energetic look continues the brand’s legendary heritage, taking its ﬂair to the next level.

Its design theme is deﬁned by intersections of soft and tactile forms with gritty and functional details.
The electric parking brake is operated by switch mounted in the center console.
The sculpted soft-touch instrument panel intersects with bold functional elements like the passenger grab handle,
itself inspired by the legendary Jeep® Wrangler. Together, they create a unique sculpted element.
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On board comfort and entertainment are assured by the available top-of-the-line 9-speaker 560 watts Beats audio system
and a number of technology features including steering wheels with integrated controls and Uconnect Live 5.0” and 6.5”
touchscreen systems.
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TM

On Renegade you can communicate, navigate and be entertained remaining focused on the road with your hands on the
wheel. Uconnect™ LIVE enhances your driving experience with sophisticated, yet simple-to-use technological solutions
satisfaing your desire for top level connectivity and infotainment”.
Downloading the Uconnect™ LIVE app on your smartphone, you can customise your entertainment on board, be alwats
updated on your veichle status and have all informations in real time on your journey.
With Uconnect™ LIVE your Renegade becomes the connecting tool between you and your devices.
BE CONNECTED TO YOUR LIFE.
With UconnectTM LIVE you can access your digital world from your Renegade’s touchscreen display. Choose between
TuneIn online radios with over 100,000 stations from all over the world or Deezer music with over 35 million tracks.
Reuters will keep you up-to-date with the latest news from all over the world and with Twitter you will share your
thoughts with the net.
KEEP CONTROL OF EVERYTHING.
You are always in control of your car with my:Car, also from your computer and smartphone. You can check your fuel
level and your tyre pressure, choose the assistance service if you have an emergency and be informed if there’s anything
wrong with your vehicle. When your smartphone is connected via Bluetooth, the most important alerts are automatically
forwarded to your personal UconnectTM LIVE account, making managing maintenance easier than ever before.
You can improve your driving style, save fuel and check your car’s CO2 emissions in real time with eco:Drive™. During
each trip eco:Drive™ monitors four driving parameters as acceleration, deceleration, changing gears, speed variation.
ALWAYS FIND YOUR WAY.
TomTom LIVE offers you updated information in real time on your journey right from your navigator: weather, traffic,
speed cameras, and online searches for points of interest with TomTom Places. So you can save time, reduce stress and
make every journey more efficient and safer.

Uconnect™ LIVE availability: Uconnect™ LIVE services will gradually be available in European countries, starting in 2015, on Uconnect™ 5” Radio LIVE, Uconnect™ 5” Radio Nav LIVE,
Uconnect™ 6,5” Radio Nav LIVE. Smartphone minimum requirement for Uconnect™ LIVE: Bluetooth version 2.1 or later + EDR - Android Android Operating System 4.0 or later - Apple iOS
Operating System 6.0 or later. Uconnect™ LIVE apps on board work through user’s mobile data connection. Traffi c data consumption depends on user’s data plan. TomTom LIVE service
availability according to country speciﬁ cation. More info on DriveUconnect.eu.
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The Renegade also comes with a state-of-the-art segment ﬁrst 7” (Limited and Trailhawk models) TFT display providing
full-color vehicle information in a totally customizable and intuitive way.

The driver can select from a multitude of information that can be displayed in the center of the gauge cluster including
turn-by-turn navigation, speed, real-time fuel economy, safety warnings (including LaneSense Departure Warning-Plus),
audio information and Jeep®- speciﬁc features including Selec-Terrain.
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REINSPIRE
YOUR
PASSION
Get ready for the ﬁrst small SUV designed for trail-rated adventures.

Best-in-class off-road capability with unmatched on-road precision, ﬁrst-in segment
9-speed automatic transmission and the innovative, relentless Jeep® Active
Drive and Active Drive Low systems and Selec Terrain.
With power, control, and a 100% wild DNA, your will for adventure will be fueled like
never before.
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The range of 8 Powertrain combinations available on the new Jeep® Renegade will ﬁt every needs for efficiency
and performance, in town or off-road. You can choose amongst the innovative MultiAir Turbo gasoline engines,
two powerful 1.6 and 2.0-liter MultiJet II engines or the efficient E.torQ gasoline engine. They bring together ruggedness
and efficiency, in an endless array of transmissions, from manual to the best-in-class 9-speed automatic transmission.

Traction systems are available in FWD and 4WD, for horsepower ranging from 110 hp to 170 hp, while fuel efficiency is
guaranteed by the category-exclusive rear axle disconnect. System, that seamless switches between two and four wheel
drive only when 4X4 traction is needed.

Approach Angle

21°

Breakover Angle

24°

Departure Angle

32°
21°

24°

32°
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The Jeep® Renegade provides a choice of two innovative 4X4 systems: Jeep® Active Drive (one-speed system available on
Sport, Longitude, or Limited); or Jeep® Active Drive Low (low-range, one-speed system) both guaranteeing outstanding onroad traction and unmatched off -road capability.
Jeep® Active Drive systems feature the new Selec-Terrain® which allows the driver to choose on and off -road settings for
optimum performances on all road conditions, opting among up to ﬁ ve modes Auto, Snow, Sand, Mud, and exclusively to
the Trailhawk version the Rock mode.
For even greater off -road capabilities, the Selec-Terrain includes Selec-Speed Control and Hill-descent Control.

SAND: The system converts to a uniquely calibrated Sand mode that utilizes an aggressive thottle and up-shift points to
tackle looser, and-covered surfaces.
MUD: Maximizes low-speed traction by allowing additionalwheel slip via speciﬁcally tuned chessis controls, differentials and
transmission ratios that are geared to succesfully tackle mud.
SNOW: Achieves impressive performance over snow and ice covered roads by maximizing vehicle stability and minimizing
oversteer. Major systems automatically managed in this mode include antilock brakes and traction control.
ROCK: This available mode exclusive to Trailhawk delivers low-speed 4x4 capability thanks to its rear-differential locking
element. This allows Renegade to command the world’s most challenging terrain.
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RE-EXPLORE
YOUR
INSTINCTS
The new Jeep® Renegade is limitless, in town as much as off-road.

For those who demand the most off-road capabilities Jeep® Rengade Trailhawk delivers best-in-class
Trail Rated 4X4 performances.
The “Trail Rated” badge on the Jeep® Renegade Trailhawk reminds that the vehicle is designed to

perform in a variety of challenging off -road conditions, improving performance on ﬁve fundamental
aspects: traction, ground clearance, maneuverability, articulation, and water fording.
This means there is simply no terrain at all that you won’t get to dominate.
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The Renegade Trailhawk takes rugged Jeep® design and capability to a new level. A Trail Rated exterior appearance with
Neutral Gray Satin Gloss exterior accents, skid plates, meaty all-terrain tires, red rear tow hooks, and unique front and
rear fascias to deliver best-in-class off-road angles (30 degree approach, 25 degree breakover and 34 degree departures
angles).

However, it’s not just all about the looks. The Trailhawk mates the 9-speed automatic transmission with the 170CV of the
2.0 MultijetII engine and takes Selec-Terrain to the next level, with Rock mode capability.

Approach Angle

30°

Breakover Angle

25°

Departure Angle

34°
21°
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24°

32°

As soon as you get on board the Renegade Trailhawk, you will see the difference from any other model.
Its interior is “Trailhawk” black featuring Ruby Red anodized ﬁnished and stitched accents, topped with a unique Trailhawk
signature. Additionally, the mat located in the middle storage slot features an exclusive illustration of the Moab map.
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REEXPERIENCE
SAFETY
Off-road riding and downtown driving are best enjoyed the safe way.

That’s why the new Jeep® Renegade puts safety and security on top of
everything else, resulting in up to 60 available safety and security features,
including Forward Collision Warning-Plus and LaneSense Departure
Warning-Plus standard on Limited version.
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Just name a safety feature, active or passive. From automatic headlamps to Blind Spot Monitoring, down to next generation

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING WITH CRASH MITIGATION.
Radar and video sensors detect whether the Renegade is approaching
another vehicle or large obstacle in its path too rapidly and warn
or assist the driver in avoiding/mitigating the incident.
It’s operating into 3 different steps:
- Predictive Collision Warning: Provides audible and visible alert as
well as brake jerk to warn about approaching an obstacle in the path
- Advanced Brake Assist: if the driver is reacting but not breaking
enough, ABA will increase the breaking to avoid / mitigate the
accident
- Collision Mitigation System: if the driver doesn’t react the system
will actuate the brake system to avoid/mitigate the collision.

ELECTRONIC ROLL MITIGATION (ERM).
As an extension of ESC, ERM employs ESC sensors to anticipate
potential risk situations. If things get rough, ERM takes immediate
action to help you maintain stability and remain under control.

LANESENSE™ LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW).
The vehicle lane position is monitored by cameras and, should the
car approaching the lane boundaries unintentionally the system
provides a visual and audible warning. Additionally, in case of lane
drift the system proactively leverages the electronic power steering
to deliver a torque-input to assist the driver with a corrective action.

6 STANDARD AIR BAGS.
Full-length side-curtain air bags, seat-mounted for front occupants side
thorax and advanced multistage front air bags all work in tandem to help
provide protection.

BLIND SPOT MONITORING AND REAR CROSS-PATH DETECTION.
These sentry systems constantly monitor the space between you and
other drivers. When a side or rear blind spot is encroached, you’re
notiﬁed via illuminated icons on sideview mirrors or an audible chime.

TRAILER SWAY CONTROL (TSC).
Reduces trailer sway and improves handling in adverse towing
conditions caused by crosswinds and traffic. The system monitors
the vehicle’s movement relative to the driver’s intended path, then
applies alternating brake pressure to slow the vehicle and then
increases the pressure on one front wheel in order to counteract
the sway induced by the trailer

REAR CAMERA WITH DYNAMIC LINES.
The ParkView back-up camera provides perfect visibility when
reversing, and it assists the car’s movement and direction thanks to
the Dynamic Lines.

ESC, Hill-descent Control, ParkSense, ParkView rear backup camera and Rain-sensing wipers, and many more solutions:
in a Renegade you will ﬁnd all the safety solutions featured in top-of-the-list bigger SUVs.
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ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC).
Enhances driver control and helps maintain directional stability
under all conditions. If there is a discernible difference between
driver input through the steering wheel and the vehicle’s path,
ESC applies selective braking and throttle
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RETHINK
UNLIMITED
You are your own Renegade. From the four available versions (Sport, Longitude, Limited and Trailhawk)
down to the color, the optionals, and the many Mopar accessories, you can customize your Jeep®
in every inch.
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Whether you’re climbing rugged hills or crossing a crowded city, raise the proﬁle and capability of your Renegade
with Authentic Jeep® Accessories from Mopar®. There are more than 110 exclusive Mopar accessories dedicated to
the new Renegade that match it perfectly, while complying totally with its design and functional characteristics.
Moreover, Mopar products are unique because they are developed hand-in-hand with the same engineering teams
who designed the vehicle.
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Styling accessories include a wide range of hood and body-side decal kits, glossy black front grille and side mirror covers,
dedicated alloy wheels.
Functional accessories include a multi-functional carriage structure and a particularly strong steel 16” wheel designed
for extreme off-road riding, and several more items such as front skid plates, tubular side steps, bull styling bars, and roof
light kits.

Ownership experience is further supported by the Mopar Vehicle Protection extended warranty and maintenance packs,
with comprehensive coverage for all mechanical and electrical components with a time and mileage option to suit any
driving habit and assistance performed by factory-trained technicians all across Europe. For more information, terms
and conditions visit www.mopar.eu
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SPORT

LONGITUDE

LIMITED

TRAILHAWK

• 16” steel wheels
• 3.5” Electronic Vehicle Information Center (EVIC)
• ABS, ESC, Traction Control, ERM and Hill Start Assist
• Audio / EVIC steering wheel controls
• Aux Jack (auxiliary jack) and USB
• Body color steel roof
• Daytime running lamps
• Electric park brake
• Electric power steering
• Entry remote control
• Front driver / passenger active headrests
• Manual air conditioner
• Power windows with express up/down
• Premium tire pressure monitoring system
• Six airbags
• Uconnect 5” radio with four-speaker audio system, touchscreen
and Bluetooth

Includes Sport features, plus or replacing:
• 16” aluminum wheels - 3 season tire 215/65R16
• 6 speakers
• Ambient light (LED)
• Cruise control
• Driver seat with lombar adjustment and electrical drive - 2 way
• External rearview mirrors with electrical drive and defrost
• Front fog light
• Painted external rearview mirrors
• Side roof rails
• Speed limiter
• Steering wheel leather wrapped

Includes Longitude features, plus or replacing:
• 17” aluminum wheels - 3 season tire 215/60R17
• 40/20/40 rear seat with Trunk Pass-Thru*
• Adaptive rear brake lights
• Bright exhaust tip
• Bright roof side rails
• Dual zone automatic air conditioning
• Front ﬂoor mats
• Full speed collision mitigation (LSCM)**
• Lane departure warning plus
• Parking sensor
• Premium instrument cluster with 7” color TFT display

Includes Longitude features, plus or replacing:
• 17” aluminum off road wheels - mud and snow tire 215/65R17
• 40/20/40 rear seat with trunk pass-thru
• Accent color roof rails
• Adaptive rear brake lights
• Dual zone automatic air conditioning
• Front suspension skid plate
• Fuel tank skid plate shield
• Highest available ride height due to all-terran tires
• Hill descent control
• Leather gear knob for automatic transmission
• Parking sensor
• Premium instrument cluster with 7” color TFT display
• Privacy tinted glass
• Removable / rechargeable ﬂashligth
• Tow hooks
• Transfer case skid plate shield
• Transmission skid plate

*Thin-ﬁlm transistor
**Low speed collition mitigation

WHEELS
16” steel wheels
16” aluminium wheels (optional)
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WHEELS

WHEELS

WHEELS

16” aluminium wheels
17” aluminium wheels (optional)

17” aluminium wheels
18” aluminium wheels (optional)
18” aluminium wheels (optional)

17” aluminum wheels
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SPORT

COLORS

Black cloth with
Satin Silver Bezel Accents

LONGITUDE

Black cloth with
Satin Silver Bezel Accents

Black /Sandstorm cloth with
Satin Silver Bezel Accents

Alpine White

Mojave Sand

Omaha Orange

Sierra Blue

Carbon Black
Metallic

Solid Black

Commando

Anvil

Bark Brown /
Ski Grey cloth with
Anodized Orange
Bezel Accents and Stitching

LIMITED

Black Premium cloth with
Satin Silver Bezel accents

Black Leather with
Satin Silver Bezel Accents
and Stitching

Bark Brown /
Ski Grey Leather with
Anodized Orange
Bezel Accents and Stitching

TRAILHAWK

Colorado Red
Black Cloth with
Ruby Red Bezel Accents
and Stitching
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Black Leather with
Ruby Red Bezel Accents
and Stitching

Solar Yellow

Glacier
Metallic
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SPORT

TRIMS

INTERIORS

Black
cloth

LONGITUDE

Black
cloth

Black /
Bark Brown /
Sandstorm
Ski Grey
cloth
cloth

LIMITED

Black
Premium cloth

Black
leather

TRAILHAWK

Bark Brown /
Ski Grey
leather

Black
cloth

Black
leather

COLORS
Solid paint
Alpine White
Mojave Sand
Omaha Orange
Sierra Blue
Solid Black
Commando
Anvil
Colorado Red
Solar Yellow
Metallic paint
Carbon Black Metallic
Glacier Metallic
Available in b-color with black roof.
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